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INTRODUCTION
Aquatherapy, as an additional means of kine-

sitherapy, is not particularly popular. The reasons for 
this are the small number of studies on the possibilities 
of the aquatic environment to relieve the motor activities 
in patients and accelerate their recovery process. Some 
of the few studies on the problem are of Mitova, St., 
D. Popova, M. Gramatikova, 2014. The authors apply 
the aquatherapy in people with postural changes and 
establish positive effect of the aquatic environment.

The exercises in water (surface or underwater gym-
nastics) have number of advantages over the dry exer-
cises in kinesitherapy. Main factors facilitating patient 
are the lifting force and density of water, changing the 
weight of the damaged limb and the whole body. It was 
found that when plunging (till the neck), the weight is 
reduced by 90% and can be regulated by the level of 
plunging.

On the other hand, the lifting force neutralize (in 
some extent) the gravity and the patient performs move-
ments of relief. With the progress of recovery the ef-
fort increases by increasing the pace of the exercises or 
change of the rake surface (increase or decrease), using 
floating objects with regulated lifting weight (Karane-
shev (Каранешев), 1984).

Hydrostatic pressure, putting supportive 

effect on the body and a pressure around the joints, 
reduces swelling. In addition, the aquatic environment 
allows the performance of complex exercises with the 
participation of more segments of the human body.

Another positive effect of the aquatherapy 
is that the exercises in water at a suitable temperature, 
reduce muscle spasms, reduce blood vessels` tone, 
relieve the pain and increase the joints` mobility. They are 
suitable for developing  force. According to Karaneshev 
,1984, in water is made more adequate extension.

Aquatic environment, however, has also 
disadvantages. For example, the lifting force decreases the 
stability of patient and his movements are uncontrolled. 
The reduced weight affects the proprioceptive 
information and changes the gravitational reflexes. In 
this regard, the realization of the full recovery of the 
natural movement is impossible only in the aquatic 
environment. Therefore, the aquatherapy supplements, 
but does not replace the other forms of kinesitherapy, 
supporting the reconstruction process of the damaged.

For the preparation of complexes, „... with gene-
rally developing exercises of the main gymnastics“, 
appropriate for aquatic environment, are the develo-
pments of Radoev, 2014, Stoynev, 1991.

Aim of the study: Developing a methodology for 
aquatherapy for the moderate- protective period (second 
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postoperative month) after arthroscopic reconstruction 
of the anterior cruciate ligament, as an additional means 
of kinesitherapy.
      
Tasks of the study:

1. Research on the literature sources over the issue.
2.Developing a methodology for aquatherapy, 

according  the pathokinesiological  and pathophysiologi-
cal status of the affected knee joint.

METHODS  
1. Analysis of literary sources (method of deduction). 
2. Observation.      
3. Expert assessment.

RESULTS 
To achieve this purpose, we examined the accessible 

for us scientific literature and found no developed 
methodology of aquatherapy for patients after 
reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament

This required its development and approbation, 
which took place at the Multiprofile hospital for active 
treatment (MHAT) „Saint Sofia“ – Sofia, and Military 
Medical Academy - Sofia, during the period September 
-  November 2013, and February - March 2014, as well

Aquatherapy was conducted after kinesitherapy, as a 
part of the overall rehabilitation programm. The number 
of patients ,in which it was applied, is 32 people.

The methodology of the aquatherapy includes a 
complex of  described in details underwater exercises, 
dosage of impacts and methodical instructions

The complex is consistent with the functional 
capabilities of patients, with the pathokinesiological 
and pathophysiological status of their knee joint after 

reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament and 
includes exercises, supporting the recovery process, the 
arthrokinematics and the dynamic joint`s stability, and is 
part of the overall kinesitherapeutic programm.

Included are exercises, which improve the joint`s 
and soft tissues` expansibility, increase the volume of 
movement, exercises for muscle strength and endurance

The most often used methods of physical strain for 
the development of motor abilities (flexibility, strength, 
endurance, etc.) are the repeated and the regular method. 
In the repeat method, the impact is through repeated 
performance of motor actions in  series - with a break 
between sets. In the regular method, the impact is 
prolonged, low-intensity, without a break.

Aquatherapy is held 10 days, firsthand after the 
procedure of kinesitherapy, during the moderate-
protective period. The duration is 45 to 60 min., 
depending on the individual condition of the patient 
(for some patients the break between sets is longer). It`s 
held in pools with water temperature 26-28 degrees. The 
water depth is to the chest.

The complex of aquatherapy has a structure: a 
preparative part with duration - 10 min., a main part - 
20-35 min. and a final part - 10 minutes.

Effect of water - reduces pain, causes drainage effect, 
increases the volume of movement in the damaged joint, 
activates regenerative processes, stretching of  joints and 
soft tissue, relaxes spastic muscles, improves strength 
and endurance.

Indications
After reconstruction of the anterior cruciate 

ligament, arthroscopy (meniscus` resection, meniscus` 
suture, partial meniscectomy, synovectomy or resection, 

№    Start position  Description of the exercise  Dosage  Methodical Instructions

1.     Standing
Walking forward with rolling over the 
feet(heel-feet-fingers)

2 min Slow pace

2.     Standing
Walking forward with maximu 
High raised and folded knee

2 min Slow pace maximal triple flexion
(hip,knee,ankle joint)

3.     Standing
Walking forward with zap 
(with maximum stride)       

2 min Slow pace

4.     Standing
Walking backward with rolling over the 
feet(fingers-feet-heel)

2 min Slow pace

5.     Standing
Walking aside with maximum  wide stride. 
The leading leg is extensed in KJ and in AJ – 
dorsoflexed. 

2 min Slow pace Hip joint of the leading
limb in maximal

6.     Standing
1-Removal the operated leg forward, to 90° 
flexion in hip, as  the KJ is in extension, and AJ 
in dorsoflexion, 2- Start position(SP)

2 series 
2  х 10 repeats

The patient is catched for the railing or 
the ledder of the pool.

7.     Standing
1-Removal the operated leg backward 
(extension in hip), as  the KJ is in extension, 
and AJ in dorsoflexion, 2-SP

2 series 
х 10 repeats

-//- 

8.     Standing
1- Removal the operated leg (abduction 
in hip), as  the KJ is in extension and AJ in 
dorsoflexion, 2 – SP

2 series 
х 10 repeats

-//- 
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№    Start position  Description of the exercise  Dosage  Methodical Instructions

  9   Standing 1- Removal the leg forward, passing and 
backward(describing a semicircle). 2 - SP.  

2 series 
2  х 10 repeats

KJ – in extension
AJ – in dorsoflexion

10   Standing 1- Removal the leg backward, passing aside And 
forward (describing a semicircle). 2 - SP  

2 series 
2  х 10 repeats -//-

11   Standing 1- Removal the leg forward,with maximal  External 
rotation and flexion of hip.  2 - SP    

2 series 
2  х 10 repeats

KJ – in extension
AJ – in dorsoflexion

12  Standing 1- Removal the leg forward,with maximal internal 
rotation and flexion of hip. SP.

2 series 
2  х 10 repeats

KJ – in extension
AJ – in dorsoflexion

13  Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

Folding the both legs at the same time. 2 series Tripple flexion:

14  Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

Folding maximum-successively (left-right leg). 2 series 
2  х 10 repeats

Tripple flexion: 
hip,knee,ankle joint. 

15  Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

1- Removal the leg aside (abduction  in hip 
maximal). 2 - SP.

2 series 
х 10 repeats

KJ – in extension
AJ – in dorsoflexion

16  Hold on the 
ledder with 
flexion 90°

1- Removal the leg aside (abduction in hip-about 
30-40°),  2-SP

2 series 
repeats KJ – in extension

17  Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

 1- Removal the leg aside
2-Х crossing (adduction in hip). 
The left leg above, the right - beneath. Then back.

2 series 
X 10 repeats

KJ – in extension
AJ – in dorsoflexion

18  Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

Scissors in front-back direction. 2 series KJ – in extension

№    Start position  Description of the exercise  Dosage  Methodical Instructions

 19 Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

Imitation cycling – forward and backward. 1-2 min. Tripple flexion:
hip,knee,ankle joint.

20   Standing  Jumps with high lifting of the knees. 2 min. With the both legs at 
the same time. 

21   Standing 
1-Jump and removal the leg aside.
2-Jump - to SP. 3-Jump and removal
The legs in front-back direction. 4-Jump – to SP.

2 series 
2  х 10 repeats

22   Standing Running   2 min.

23  Hold on the 
ledder with back 
to it.Hip- flexion 
90°

Crawl. Backstroke. 10-15 min. A board or noodles 
can be used. Slow pace

24  Seated Mount 
noodles

„Dragonfly“ or imitation of cycling, sitting on 
noodles, as the patient doesn`t step on the bottom 
,move the legs, as pedaling a bike. Moving in a 
forward direction, then backward.

3 min.
Slow pace 
The body weight
is backward.

25  Seated Pedaling a stationary bike underwater 10 min. The seat is lowered
Gradually  down

Note: KJ- knee joint AJ -ankle joint, SP-starting position
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chondroplastic  on the method of microfractures, etc.) of 
knee joint, and after fracture conditions of lower limb, 
with and without osteosynthesis, damage hip or ankle 
joint, etc.

It`s suitable for damages of the musculoskeletal 
system, weakness of the musculature, limited joint mob-
ility of traumatic nature, arthrosis, deformities of the 
musculoskeletal system, etc.

Contraindications
Conditions with paroxysmal character or faintings 

(bronchial asthma, epilepsy, hysteria), conditions, in 
which is possible collapse and occurrence of crisis (hy-
per - and hypotonia), skin diseases, infected wounds, fe-
ver, etc. 

CONCLUSION
1. The developed methodology for aquatherapy is 

easy for assimilation and performance and positively af-
fects the emotional state of patients.

2. Combined with the programm of kinesitherapy, 
gives excellent results in recovery.

3. The positive complex impact of the aquatherapy 
on the musculoskeletal system, causes an increase in 
volume of movement in joints, increases expansibility 
of soft tissues, relaxes spastic and with increased one 
muscles, affects drainage, painsuppressor, improves st-
rength and endurance of the patient.

4. Aquatherapy does not replace the other forms 
of kinesitherapy, but supplements them as an addition-
al means,supporting the recovery process of patients.      
wichowania fizycznego.     
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